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Broadcasting is the distribution of audio or video content to a dispersed audience via any electronic mass
communications medium, but typically one using the electromagnetic spectrum (radio waves), in a
one-to-many model.
Broadcasting - Wikipedia
The U.S. Agency for Global Media (USAGM), formerly the Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG), is an
independent agency of the United States government. According to its website, its mission is to "inform,
engage, and connect people around the world in support of freedom and democracy."
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Short title. No. 1 2010 Sierra Leone The Sierra Leone Broadcasting Corporation Act, 2009. Being an Act to
establish the Sierra Leone Broadcasting
The SLBS Corporation Act, 2009 - Sierra Leone
ICD RADIO BROADCASTING FOR HEALTH: AN ISSUES PAPER 5 This paper provides an overview of the
role radio broadcasting can play in promoting better health for poor people.
ICD Report - Radio Broadcasting for Health: A decision
National Issues, Local Impact: How Indie Lens Pop-Up, Filmmakers, and PBS Stations Gather Communities
October 17, 2018. Fueling films that spark conversations, and connecting with local audiences, is at the heart
of our mission to bring impactful independent documentaries to public media.
Connecting Documentary Films to Communities | ITVS
ETSI 2 ETSI TR 101 211 V1.9.1 (2009-06) Reference RTR/JTC-DVB-260 Keywords broadcasting, digital,
DVB, MPEG, TV, video ETSI 650 Route des Lucioles
TR 101 211 - V1.9.1 - Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB
The Association for International Broadcasting is keen to ensure that the AIBs fully reflect the needs of the
media industry around the world. For example, we want to make sure that we provide awards categories that
offer the best opportunities for producers to showcase their work.
The AIBs | Celebrating the world's best factual content
The Public and Broadcasting -- July 2008 is the current edition. TABLE OF CONTENTS Introduction The
FCC And Its Regulatory Authority The Communications Act How the FCC Adopts Rules The FCC and the
Media Bureau FCC Regulation of Broadcast Radio and Television The Licensing of TV and Radio Stations
Commercial and Noncommercial Educational ...
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